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I NTRODUCTION

What are numeral classifiers for?
• Answer 1: classifiers needed for numerals (Krifka 1995; Bale & Coon 2014); (1).
• Answer 2: classifiers needed for nouns (Chierchia 1998; Cheng & Sybesma 1999); (2).
(1)

Classifiers-for-numerals

Numeral

Clf

(2)

NP

Classifiers-for-nouns
Numeral

Clf

NP

• Numeral classifiers can be found in typologically diverse languages.
• For example, in Ch’ol (Mayan) and Shan (Tai) classifiers obligatorily appear with numerals:
(3)

C H ’ OL

(4)

S HAN

ux-kojty ts’i’
three-CLF dog

mǎai sǎam tǒ ti
dog three CLF

‘three dogs’1

‘three dogs’

ROADMAP
§2 Two types of theories for classifiers discussed in Bale et al. 2019, which we call ‘classifierfor-numeral’ theories and ‘classifier-for-noun’ theories;
§3 Background on classifiers in both Shan and Ch’ol
§4 Semantic predictions that the two theories make, situating Ch’ol and Shan w.r.t. to these
predictions. Main claim: classifiers fall into two categories, supporting both theories and
that the variation is in the numeral
§5 Bring in data from Chuj (Mayan) and draw connections between its two types of classifiers
and the classifier systems found in Ch’ol and Shan.
§6 Brief discussion on the mass/count distinction and measure constructions in Ch’ol and Shan
§7 Conclusions
1 CLF

= classifier; COMP = complementizer; DEM = demonstrative; IPFV = imperfective aspect; N . CLF = Chuj noun
classifier; PROG = progressive aspect; #.CLF = Chuj numeral classifier
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BACKGROUND
• Using the noun denotation in (6), we show how each theory derives the meaning of two dogs
in a numeral-classifier language.2
(6)

J DOGS K = λ x.[DOGS(x)] = {a, b, c, ab, ac, bc, abc}

• (6) denotes a set containing atomic and plural dog entities.

2.1

Classifier-for-numeral theories
• These accounts argue that classifiers are needed for numerals because the numeral requires
an extra semantic argument in order to compose with the noun, as in (7) (Krifka 1995; Bale
& Coon 2014; Bale et al. 2019; Hall 2019; Little & Winarto 2019).
• The classifier in (8) saturates the first argument of the numeral in (7), where µ# is a variable
over measure functions.3

(7)

J TWO K = λ mλ Pλ x.[P(x) & m(x) = 2]

(8) J CLF K = µ#

• (7) gives the set of individuals x such that for predicate P, x has the property of P and the
measure of x is 2.
• (8) is a measure function which gives the number of atoms in a plurality x (Wilhelm 2008: 55).
• The numeral in (7) takes the classifier in (8) as its first argument.
• The noun combines directly with the numeral classifier, as in (9), to yield the set of groupings
of two dogs:
(9)

λ x.[DOGS(x) & µ# (x) = 2]
{ab, ac, bc}

λ Pλ x.[P(x) & µ# (x) = 2]

N
DOGS

Num
Clf
λ mλ Pλ x.[P(x) & m(x) = 2] µ#

2 (6)

{a, b, c, ab, ac, bc, abc}

could also be written:

(5)

J DOG K = λ x.[*DOG(x)]

(5) gives the set of individuals in the complete join-semilattice formed from the atomic set of dogs (Link 1983).
of the types of classifiers discussed in this talk vary depending on properties of the noun (e.g., whether the noun
is human, animal, etc.). For simplicity, we are not representing this in the semantics today.

3 All
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2.2

Classifier-for-noun theories
• These accounts argue that classifiers are needed for nouns to mediate between a noun, as in
(6), and a numeral, as in (10) (Chierchia 1998; Cheng & Sybesma 1999; Moroney 2020).4
• We are assuming a classifier-for-noun theory following Bale et al. (2019).5
• The numeral needs to combine with an atomic predicate and returns the set containing all
sums with the property that have a cardinality of 2:

(10) J TWO K = λ Pλ x.[∃ Y(x =

Y & Y ⊆ P & |Y| = 2)]

L

(based on Bale et al. 2019)

• (10) denotes the x such that x is the sum of entities in each Y that is a subset of the property
P that includes exactly two members.
• (10) measures the set. This is different from (7) which measures the entities in the set.
• Since the noun in (6) is not atomic, classifiers, like in (11), are needed to atomize the members in the set denoted by the NP predicate.

(11) J CLF K = λ Pλ x.[P(x) & ¬∃y(P(y) & y < x)]

(Nomoto 2013; Bale et al. 2019)

• (11) gives the set of x, such that x has the property P and there is no y with the property P
that is a subpart of x.

• The classifier in (11) first combines with a noun allowing for the numeral in (10) to then
combine with the classifier-noun complex, as shown in (12).
(12)

λ x.[∃ Y(x =

λ Pλ x.[∃ Y(x =

Y & Y ⊆ {x:

L

& ¬∃y(DOGS(y) & y < x)} & |Y| = 2)]
{ab, ac, bc}

DOGS (x)

Num
Y & Y ⊆ P & |Y| = 2)]

L

λ x.[DOGS(x) & ¬∃y(DOGS(y) & y < x)]
{a, b, c}

Clf
λ Pλ x.[P(x) & ¬∃y(P(y) & y < x)]

N
DOGS

{a, b, c, ab, ac, bc, abc}

In sum: Though derivationally distinct, each theory produces the same meaning for two dogs:
(i) For classifier-for-numeral theories, the numeral takes the classifier as a measure function,
and then combines with the noun.
(ii) For classifier-for-noun theories, the numeral cannot directly combine with the noun, and so a
classifier is needed to individuate the members of the nominal predicate into a set of atoms.
4L

L

comes from Champollion & Esipova 2018, following Sharvy’s (1980) analysis of definite descriptions. For
to
apply to a set, it might be defined: λ Qhe,ti .ιx(∀y, z(Q(y) ∧ Q(z) ∧ y 6= z → y, z ≤ x)).
5 In some classifier-for-noun theories, such as Chierchia 1998, the noun denotes a kind and the classifier mediates a
type mismatch between the classifier and the noun. We assume he,ti type denotations for nouns.
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3

BACKGROUND ON C LASSIFIERS IN C H ’ OL AND S HAN

3.1

Ch’ol classifiers
• Ch’ol is a Mayan language of the Ch’olan-Tseltalan branch, spoken in southern Mexico by
approximately 252,000 speakers.
– There are three main dialects of Ch’ol—Tumbalá, Tila and Sabanilla.
– The data in this paper comes from the Tumbalá and Tila dialects.
– No dialectal differences were recorded with respect to the data in this paper.
• Numerals obligatorily appear with classifiers; numerals 1–20 given in Table 1.
– Numerals 1–19 are given with the generic classifier -p’ej.
– As the Ch’ol numerical system is base-twenty, -k’al fills the classifier slot.
– -K’al is a classifier for the base-twenty root ‘twenty’. Other classifiers for multiples of
twenty include -bajk ‘four hundred’ and -pijk ‘eight thousand’.

Table 1: Ch’ol numerals (Arcos López 2009: 24)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

jum-p’ej
cha’-p’ej
ux-p’ej
chäm-p’ej
jo’-p’ej
wäk-p’ej
wuk-p’ej
waxäk-p’ej
bolom-p’ej
lujum-p’ej

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

juñlujum-p’ej
lajchäm-p’ej
uxlujum-p’ej
chäñlujum-p’ej
jo’lujum-p’ej
wäklujum-p’ej
wuklujum-p’ej
waxäklujum-p’ej
bolomlujum-p’ej
juñ-k’al

• Today, many speakers, including monolinguals, only use Ch’ol numerals up to six and numerals borrowed from Spanish for higher numerals (Vázquez Álvarez 2011: 160).
• As noted in Bale & Coon 2014, the Spanish-based numerals are ungrammatical with classifiers, as seen in (13).
(13)

a. ocho(*-p’ej) ja’as
SP :eight- CLF banana
‘eight bananas’

b. nuebe(*-p’ej) tyumuty
SP :nine- CLF egg
‘nine eggs’

(Ch’ol)

• Arcos López (2009) identifies at least 180 classifiers, though he notes that this is not an
exhaustive list. Examples of common classifiers are found in Table 2.
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Table 2: Numeral classifiers in Ch’ol
Form
-p’ej
-kojty
-tyikil
-k’ejl
-ts’ijty
-bujch

Used to count
Inanimate/generic
Animals
People
Flat round objects
Long things
Seated/propped up things

Examples
ux-pe’jl juñ
ux-kojty mis
ux-tyikil x’ixik
ux-k’ejl waj
ux-ts’ijty tye’
ux-bujch bux

Translation
‘three books’
‘three cats’
‘three women’
‘three tortillas’
‘three trees’
‘three (propped up) bottles’

• While the generic classifier -p’ej and the classifier for humans -tyikil are of unknown origin
(Arcos López 2009), many other classifiers are derived from positional and transitive verb
roots (see Arcos López 2009 and Bale et al. 2019 and also Haviland 1981 for Tsotsil).
• Positional roots are large and distinct class of roots that convey information about the position or configuration of an object (see e.g. England 1983, Haviland 1994, and Henderson
2019).
– The numeral classifier -bujch, used to count things which are things propped up, seated,
or leaning against something, is derived from the positional root buch ‘seated’.
– Animal classifier -kojty, is derived from the positional root koty ‘standing on four legs’.
• The position or shape of a noun is relevant for the choice of classifier, meaning that the same
noun could be counted with more than one classifier:
(14)

a. juñ-ts’ijty tye’
one-CLF tree
‘one long tree’
b. juñ-jäjl tye’
one-CLF tree
‘stretched out tree’

c. juñ-bujch tye’
one-CLF tree
‘one fallen tree’
d. juñ-bujñ tye’
one-CLF tree
‘one fat tree’

(Ch’ol)

• Finally, numeral classifiers in Ch’ol only occur with numerals and the interrogative quantifier
jay- ‘how many’, which we take to be the interrogative version of a numeral.
– Ungrammatical with other quantifiers (15a), demonstratives (15b), or modifiers (15c).
(15)

a.

b.

* kabäl-k’ej waj
many-CLF tortilla
Intended: ‘many tortillas’
* ixä-kojty ts’i’
DEM - CLF dog
Intended: ‘that dog’
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* säsäk-kojty ak’ach
white-CLF turkey
Intended:
‘a white turkey’
(Ch’ol)
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3.2

Background on Shan.
• Shan is a Tai-Kadai language of the Southwestern Tai branch, spoken in Myanmar and surrounding countries by approximately 3 million speakers (Lewis & Fennig 2016).
• While classifiers in Thai, a related Tai language, have been investigated in detail (e.g.,
Iwasaki & Ingkaphirom 2005; Piriyawiboon 2010; Jenks 2011), there have been very few
descriptions or analyses of Shan numeral classifiers.
• Cushing (1887) first identified classifiers in Shan, calling them ‘numeral auxiliaries’, which
denotes “some rank of being, some form of object or some quality in the noun to which it
belongs”.
• The numerals in Shan from one to twenty can be seen in Table 3.

Table 3: Shan numerals
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

nWN
sǑN
sǎam
sı̀
haa
hók
tsét
pÈt
kaw
sı́p

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

sı́p PÉt
sı́p sǑN
sı́p sǎam
sı́p sı̀
sı́p haa
sı́p hók
sı́p tsét
sı́p pÈt
sı́p kaw
sáaw

• Unlike Ch’ol numeral classifiers, which are derived from verb-like elements, Shan classifiers
appear to be derived from nominal elements.
• For example, tǒ, the classifier for animals, also means ‘body’.
• For some nouns that are typically found as compounds, there is a connection between the
form of the classifier and one part of the compound, as in (16).
• Here the noun compound ton-mâj ‘tree’ and the classifier ton both contain ton.
• Classifiers obligatorily appear in the presence of a numeral, as shown in (17).
• Which classifier appears depends on properties of the nominal referent. Table 4 gives some
examples of properties that determine which classifier is used.
(16) ton-mâj sǎam ton
plant-tree three plant
‘three trees’

(Shan)
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dog three CLF
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Table 4: Basic numeral classifiers in Shan
Form
Pǎn
tǒ
kÔ
hòj
ton
lǎN

Used to count
Inanimates
Animals
People
Round objects
Plants, trees
Buildings

Examples
tsÔ sǎam Pǎn
mÉw sǎam tǒ
kón sǎam kÔ
màak-khǑ sǎam hòj
ton-mâj sǎam ton
h7́n sǎam lǎN

Translation
‘three forks’
‘three cats’
‘three people’
‘three jujube’
‘three trees’
‘three houses’

• One interrogative numeral, lǎaj ‘how many’ in (18), obligatorily appear with classifiers, just
like the numerals.
• (19), a similar interrogative, cannot appear with classifiers.
• As the contrast between (18) and (19) shows, even interrogative quantifiers of quantity, such
as lǎaj ‘how many’ and kaa-hW̌ ‘how many’ differ in whether they must appear with a
classifier.
• (20) is another expression of quantity that does not appear with a classifier.
• Moreover, the word táN ‘all’ can appear in addition to a numeral phrase, indicating that this
word is in a different syntactic position than the numeral.
(18) mǎa lǎaj
tǒ
dog how.many CLF
‘How many dogs?’

(20) mǎa táN mót
dog all wholly
‘all dogs’

(19) mǎa kaa-hW̌ (*tǒ)
dog much-how
‘How many dogs?’

(21) mǎa táN sǎam tǒ
dog all three CLF
‘all three dogs’

(Shan)

• The basic word order of the extended nominal domain in Shan is Noun-Numeral-Classifier.
• Simpson (2005) proposed that this word order in Thai, another Southwestern Tai language,
comes as a result of the noun moving from its base position to a position above the numeral
and classifier.
• This is the same structure argued for by Jenks (2011) for Thai.
• We assume the same movement happens in Shan, as schematized in (22).
(22)

ClfP
NPi
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4

T WO TYPES OF CLASSIFIERS

(23) Classifiers-for-numerals

Numeral

Clf

NP

(24) Classifiers-for-nouns
Numeral

Clf

NP

Despite producing similar meanings, the two theories make different predictions:

P REDICTIONS

(spelled out in more detail in §4.2)

If a classifier first forms a constituent with the...
1. N UMERAL, we might expect to find idiosyncrasies in whether or not a numeral requires
a classifier, as argued in Bale & Coon 2014.
2. N OUN, we might expect to find idiosyncrasies in whether or not a noun requires a classifier, as argued in Simpson 2005 and Simpson & Ngo 2018.
3. N OUN, we might expect to find it with the noun in places other than with numerals.
4. N UMERAL, we might expect to find it with the numeral when it is not combining with
a noun. This point, to our knowledge, has not been observed before in the literature on
classifiers.
We compare two unrelated languages, Ch’ol and Shan, which have been described as having numeral classifiers, and show that while Ch’ol shows evidence for predictions 1 and 4, Shan shows
evidence for predictions 2 and 3, supporting our proposal in (25):
(25)

4.1

P ROPOSAL
We argue that there are two types of numeral classifiers across languages: classifiers-fornumerals (CLF-for-NUM) and classifiers-for-nouns (CLF-for-N)—and the difference lies in
the semantics for the numeral
Quick review

• In (26), Ch’ol classifiers are suffixed to numerals; numerals are prenominal
(26)

Ch’ol nominal structure ‘two dogs’
cha’
-koty
ts’i’
two
CLF. ANIMAL
dog
Numeral Classifier suffix Noun

• In (27), Shan classifiers follows the numeral; numerals are postnominal
(27)

Shan nominal structure ‘two dogs’
mǎa sǑN
tǒ
dog
two
CLF. ANIMAL
Noun Numeral Classifier
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4.2

Predictions

P REDICTION 1 (CLF-for-NUM): If a classifier is a measure function required by a numeral, there
might be idiosyncrasies in whether or not a numeral requires a classifier (some numerals might
have the measure function in their lexical semantics, others not).
• This is the case in Ch’ol, as shown in Bale & Coon 2014. Mayan-based numerals require a
classifier, whereas those borrowed from Spanish do not:
(28)

a. ux*(-kojty) ts’i’
three-CLF dog
‘three dogs’

b. ocho(*-kojty) ts’i’
SP :eight- CLF dog
‘eight dogs’

(Ch’ol)

• No such idiosyncrasies are found in Shan.
P REDICTION 2 (CLF-for-N): If a classifier is used to create an atomic set from the noun predicate, there might be idiosyncrasies in whether or not a noun must combine with it (e.g. some
nouns might only denote a set of atoms), as argued in Simpson 2005 and Simpson & Ngo 2018
for Vietnamese and other East/Southeast Asian languages.
• In Shan, some nouns do not need to combine with a classifier:
(29) sǎam wán
three day
‘three days’

(30) sǎam m7́N
three country
‘three countries’

(Shan)

• This is different from Ch’ol, which always requires classifiers to combine with numerals,
irrespective of the noun.
P REDICTION 3 (CLF-for-N): If a classifier is used to create an atomic set from the noun predicate, we might expect to find it in environments other than with numerals.
• This is the case in Shan, which can have a classifier occur with quantifiers (31), with demonstratives (32), and with relative clauses (33), even in the absence of a numeral.
• In (31), the quantifier functions like a numeral. In (32)-(33), the classifier atomizes the noun,
giving rise to a singular interpretation.
(31) mǎa ku tǒ
dog every CLF
‘every dog’

(32) mǎa tǒ nâj
dog CLF DEM
‘this dog’

(33) mǎa tǒ [RC Pǎn nÓn jù ]
dog CLF
COMP sleep IPFV
‘the dog that is sleeping’
UCSD Semantics Babble || April 6, 2021
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• This is not true in Ch’ol. Classifiers only ever occur in the presence of a numeral (or with
the quantifier jay- ‘how many’).
P REDICTION 4 (CLF-for-NUM): If a classifier is a measure function required by a numeral, we
would expect it to always appear with that numeral. This point, to our knowledge, has not been
observed before in the literature on classifiers.
• This is the case in Ch’ol: classifiers are always required, even when counting (34) and
referring to directly to the number (35).
(34)

(35)

C ONTEXT: Students are practicing counting.
jum-*(p’ej), cha’-*(p’ej), ux-*(p’ej) . . .
one-CLF
two-CLF
three-CLF
‘1, 2, 3’

(Ch’ol)

C ONTEXT: A teacher is pointing at the number three and says:
Ili jiñ ux-*(p’ej).
this DET three-CLF
‘This is three.’

(Ch’ol)

• In contrast, Shan classifiers are not always required with numerals. They cannot appear with
numeral when counting (36) or referring to the number (37).
(36)

(37)

C ONTEXT: Students are practicing counting.
nWN (?tǒ), sǑN (?tǒ), sǎam (?tǒ) . . .
one CLF two CLF three CLF
‘1, 2, 3’

(Shan)

C ONTEXT: A teacher is pointing at the number three and says:
nâj pěn mǎaj sǎam (*tǒ) .
this COP number three CLF
‘This is the number three.’

(Shan)

In sum: While Ch’ol shows evidence for the classifier-for-numeral theories, Shan shows evidence
for the classifier-for-noun theories.

Table 5: Summary
Ch’ol
CLF -for- NUM Prediction 1 3
CLF -for- N
Prediction 2 7
CLF -for- N
Prediction 3 7
CLF -for- NUM Prediction 4 3

Shan
7
3
3
7

Conclusion: There is evidence that both kinds of classifiers exist, as proposed in (25).
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5

T WO KINDS OF CLASSIFIERS IN ONE LANGUAGE ? T HE CASE OF C HUJ
Q UESTION : Can a language have both classifier types at the same time?

Chuj is a Mayan language of the Q’anjob’alan branch, spoken in Guatemala and Mexico by ≈
70,000 speakers (Piedrasanta 2009, Buenrostro 2013). It has two types of classifiers we call (following the literature) “numeral classifiers” (#. CLF) and “noun classifiers” (N . CLF):
• They can co-occur, but N . CLFs are always optional when they occur with numerals (see
Craig 1986, Buenrostro et al. 1989, Zavala 2000, Hopkins 1970, 2012).
(38) ox-wanh
(nok’) tz’i’
three-#. CLF N . CLF dog
‘three dogs’

(Chuj)

• Chuj’s #.CLFs pattern with Ch’ol CLF-for-NUMs, and not with CLF-for-Ns (see appendix).
What about Chuj’s “noun classifiers”?
Similar syntactic distribution: Chuj noun classifiers, which mark definiteness and specificity
(see Buenrostro et al. 1989, Garcı́a Pablo & Domingo Pascual 2007, Royer 2019), pattern like
Shan and unlike Ch’ol classifiers in their syntactic distribution:
• Prediction 2 (CLF-for-N): Like Shan, not all Chuj nouns can combine with a noun classifier,
such as abstract nouns like ib’ ‘strength’.
• Prediction 3 (CLF-for-N): Appear in environments other than with numerals, such as alone
with nouns (39), with demonstratives (40), and with relative clauses (41):
(39) nok’ tz’i’
CLF dog
‘the dog’

(40) nok’ tz’i’ chi
CLF dog that
‘that dog’

(41) nok’ tz’i’ [RC nok’ lan s-way-i
]
CLF dog
CLF PROG A 3-sleep- IV
‘the dog that is sleeping.’

(Chuj; cf. similar Shan examples above)

• Perhaps Chuj N . CLFs share the same syntactic position as Shan classifiers, and Chuj #. CLFs
share the same syntactic position as Ch’ol classifiers:
(42)
MP
Num

M
#.C LF:µ#
(Ch’ol/Chuj)

ClfP
Clf
N.C LF
(Shan/Chuj)
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• The structure in (42) follows Bale et al. (2019) in positing a Measure phrase (MP) that
contains the numeral and CLF-for-NUM.
• And follows Cheng & Sybesma (1999), Simpson (2005), a.o. in positing a Classifier Phrase
(ClfP) that takes the nominal as complement.
Different semantics: But even though Chuj noun classifiers seem to pattern with Shan classifiers,
they cannot fulfill the exact same semantic function.
• Crucially, unlike Shan classifiers, Chuj’s noun classifiers are never required in presence of
numerals (only Chuj’s numeral classifiers are).
• Therefore, it seems that while Chuj has Ch’ol-style numeral classifiers, the noun classifier is
semantically distinct from the Shan-style classifier.
What would it mean semantically for a language to have both types of classifiers?
Answer: The result would be semantically ill-formed. CLFs-for-Ns generate a set of atoms, so
when the CLF+N combines with the numeral, there are no pluralities in the set to measure.
(43)

λ x.[[λ x. DOGS(x) & ¬∃y(DOGS(y) & y < x)](x) & µ# (x) = 2]
λ x.[DOGS(x) & ¬∃y(DOGS(y) & y < x) & µ# (x) = 2]
{}

λ x.[DOGS(x) & ¬∃y(DOGS(y) & y < x)]
{a, b, c}

λ Pλ x.[P(x) & µ# (x) = 2]
Num
Clf
λ mλ Pλ x.[P(x) & m(x) = 2] µ#

Clf
λ Pλ x.[P(x) & ¬∃y(P(y) & y < x)]

N
DOGS

{a, b, c, ab, ac, bc, abc}

Result: We don’t expect to find a language with the semantics of CLFs-for-NUMs (which measure
pluralities) and CLFs-for-Ns (which atomize) at the same time.
But we might expect to find a language with exponents of both syntactic heads. Perhaps Chuj is
this kind of language.
• The presuppositions associated with Chuj noun classifiers are shared among other cases of
classifier-for-nouns across languages.
• For instance, it is well-known that Cantonese (Cheng & Sybesma 1999) and Vietnamese
(Simpson 2005) classifiers (which are CLF-for-Ns) are associated with definiteness.
• This isn’t surprising if Chuj noun classifiers and CLFs-for-Ns share a syntactic position.6
6 Aikhenvald

(2000) observed that in many Southeast Asian languages, noun classifiers appear to be a subtype of
numeral classifiers, whereas in some Mayan languages, numeral and noun classifiers are separate lexical items. This
fits with the current study.
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6

A

SHORT ASIDE :

M ASS / COUNT AND MEASURE EXPRESSIONS

• We have concentrated on sortal classifiers and constructions with count nouns
• Before concluding we’d like to briefly discussion measure constructions and mass nouns,
focusing on container measure expressions, rather than standard measures
6.1

Ch’ol
• Ch’ol has both mass and count nouns; for instance distributive adjectives and numerals with
the generic classifier are only grammatical with count nouns such as in (44) and not substance
nouns in (45)

(44)

a. ch’och’ok mesa
small
table
‘a small table’
b. cha’-p’ej mesa
two-CLF table
‘two tables’

(45)

a.

b.

* ch’och’ok ch’ich’
small
blood
intended ‘small (unit of?) blood’
* cha’-p’ej ch’ich’
two-CLF blood
‘two bloods’

• Measure terms can appear in the same position as the numeral classifier in Ch’ol, as in (46a),
though measure phrases may also be expressed in other ways
(46)

a. cha’-lujch ja’
two-CLF water
‘two ladles of water’

b. cha’-p’ej lujch-ib ja’
two-CLF ladle-NML water
‘two ladles of water’

• Bale et al. (2019) has argued that in Ch’ol sortal and measure constructions have the same
syntax, that in (47) where CLF can be a sortal or measure classifier (i.e., it could be p’ej,
sortal, or lujch, measure)
(47)

(48)

Measure structure

Partition structure
DP

DP
D

D

nP
MP
num

nP
CLF

noun

numeral classifier

numP
num
numeral

ClfP
Clf

nP

classifier noun

• Sortal classifiers and measure classifiers appear in the same syntactic slot, but as per sortal
classifiers, may only appear with Ch’ol-based numerals (P REDICTION 1)
(49)

a.

* ocho-lujch ja’
SP :eight- CLF water
Intended ‘eight ladles of water’
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b. ocho lujch-ib ja’
eight ladle-NML water
‘eight ladles of water’
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6.2

Shan
• Measure terms in Shan are homophonous with the noun they are related to.
• They appear in the same position as numeral classifiers, as shown in (50a).

(50)

a. nâm sǎam kÓk
water three cup
‘three cups of water’

b. kÓk nâm sǑN kÓk
cup water two cup
‘two water cups’

(Shan)

• The head noun—nâm ‘water’ in (50a) or kÓk nâm ‘water cup’/‘cup of water’ in (50b)—determines
whether the expression refers to the container or contents.
• Shan also has both mass and count nouns, which can be demonstrated with distributive
adjective data.
• For example, the distributive adjective lêk ‘small’ can combine with the count noun (51a)
but not not substance nouns in (51b).
(51)

a. màakhǒ lêk
hat
small
‘a small hat’

b.

* l7t lêk
blood small
intended: ‘a small (unit of) blood’

• Therefore, what we find is that mas nouns in Shan and Ch’ol, unlike Yudja (Lima 2014) and
Nez Perce (Deal 2017), cannot directly combine with distributive adjectives, suggesting a
clear mass/count distinction.
• Count nouns in Shan can combine with a generic classifier, as (51a) shows, but the noun
specific classifier is better.
• The sortal (52a) and measure expressions (52b) have the same apparent syntax, with modifiers in the same position.
(52)

a. màakhǒ sǑN hòj
/ ? Pǎn
hat
two CLF. RND / CLF. GEN
‘two hats’

b. l7t sǑN tÒm / ∗ Pǎn
blood two drop / CLF. GEN
‘two drops / *units of blood’

• As shown above in (29), measure expressions of time can have the form N UM N, supporting
prediction P REDICTION 2 for CLF - FOR - N languages.
(53) l7t AB sǑN thǒN
blood AB two bag
‘two bags of AB blood’

(54) l7t AB thǒN nân
blood AB bag that
‘that bag of AB blood’

• The container term thǒN ‘bag’ can be used with a numeral to measure a substance as in (53)
or it can be used with a demonstrative as in (54)—in line with P REDICTION 3 for CLF - FOR - N
languages.
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6.3

Measure phrases and our predictions
• Given that there is a mass/count distinction, we need to investigate whether classifier expressions with mass nouns work any differently than classifier expressions with count nouns.
• Our analysis predicts that the numeral is responsible for the differences between these two
languages
– Since our analysis is based on the numeral and not the noun we do not necessarily
predict a distinction between count and measure expressions in whether they function
as classifiers-for-numerals or classifiers-for-nouns.
– Bale et al. (2019) argue that measure and sortal classifier syntax are the same, so on
that basis there is no reason to have a difference.
• Based on a preliminary survey, we find that the mass/count distinction does not affect count/measure
expression with numeral-classifiers in either language, summarized in Table 6.

CLF -for- NUM
CLF -for- N
CLF -for- N
CLF -for- NUM

Table 6: Summary (preliminary)
Ch’ol MEASURE Shan MEASURE
Prediction 1 3
7
Prediction 2 7
3
Prediction 3 7
3
Prediction 4 3
7

• However, different syntactic structures and semantics have been proposed for Mandarin Chinese count and measure expressions by Li & Rothstein (2012).
– The semantic analysis proposed to account for this contrast requires different numeral
semantics for the count and measure interpretations. This is compatible with our analysis.
– Additionally, they argue that nouns denoting substances can have either a count or
measure interpretation, meaning that the noun denotation by itself does not determine
whether the classifier is a CLF-for-NUM or CLF-for-N.
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7

C ONCLUSIONS

In this talk, we reviewed two types of theories on the cross-linguistic status of classifiers, as described in Bale et al. 2019:
1. Classifier-for-numeral theories (Krifka 1995, Bale & Coon 2014, Bale et al. 2019, Hall 2019,
Little & Winarto 2019, a.o.)
2. Classifier-for-noun theories (Chierchia 1998, Simpson & Ngo 2018, Moroney 2020, a.o.)
• We concluded, based on predictions that each theory makes and on the distribution of classifiers
in three languages from two language families (Ch’ol, Chuj, Shan), that both theories are needed.
• There are at least two kinds of classifiers that mediate between numerals and nouns across languages: classifiers-for-numerals and classifiers-for-nouns.
• Drawing on previous work, we’ve provided some diagnostics to distinguish between these different kinds of classifiers, including a new counting diagnostic.
• We also proposed that the semantics of numerals can vary across languages, and that this is
connected to which classifier is needed:
– Classifiers-for-numerals arise to saturate an extra argument of the numeral required to
count; Such numerals measure (atomic and plural) entities denoted by the noun.
– Classifiers-for-nouns arise because the numeral is set counting, and so the classifier is
needed to extract the atoms out of the nominal predicate (and thus exclude plural entities).
• Finally, we have argued that there is a count/mass distinction in both Ch’ol and Shan and that
preliminary results suggest that measure expressions in these languages are the same as other
numeral-classifier expressions in being classifiers-for-numerals (Ch’ol) and classifiers-for-nouns
(Shan).
• We conclude that there is crosslinguistic variation in the syntax and semantics of numerals and
classifiers, which makes sense especially if we consider the diversity of counting systems found
across the world’s languages.
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A

D ERIVATIONS

(55)

Ch’ol

λ x.[DOGS(x) & µ# (x) = 2]
{ab, ac, bc}

λ Pλ x.[P(x) & µ# (x) = 2]

N
DOGS

Num
Clf
λ mλ Pλ x.[P(x) & m(x) = 2] µ#

(56)

Shan

λ x. [∃Y (x =

λ Pλ x.[∃Y (x =

{a, b, c, ab, ac, bc, abc}

Y & Y ⊆ {x :

L

& ¬∃y(DOGS(y) & y < x}) & |Y| = 2)]
{ab, ac, bc}

DOGS (x)

λ x.[DOGS(x) & ¬∃y(DOGS(y) & y < x)]
{a, b, c}

Num
Y & Y ⊆ P & |Y| = 2)]

L

Clf
λ Pλ x.[P(x) & ¬∃y(P(y) & y < x)]

N
DOGS

{a, b, c, ab, ac, bc, abc}

B

C HUJ ’ S NUMERAL CLASSIFIERS AS CLASSIFIERS - FOR - NUMERALS

Chuj’s numeral classifiers (#. CLF) pattern according to the classifier-for-numeral diagnostics established in §3.2 (i.e. like Ch’ol’s classifiers).
• Prediction 1 (CLF-for-NUM): Obligatory when counting or referring directly to numeral:
(57)

C ONTEXT: Students are practicing counting.
ox-*(e’),
chanh-*(e’), hoy-*(e’)
three-#.CLF, four-#.CLF, five-#.CLF
‘3, 4, 5.’

(58)

(Chuj)

C ONTEXT: A teacher is pointing at the number three and says:
ha jun tik ox-*(e’).
TOP one DEM three-#. CLF
‘This is three.’

(Chuj)

• Prediction 2 (CLF-for-N): Some numerals can’t combine with a numeral classifier, including
Mayan-based jun ‘one’ and numerals borrowed from Spanish:
(59) jun-(*e’) . . . wentiyuno-(*e’), wentitres-(*e’)
one-#.CLF
21-#.CLF,
22-#.CLF
‘1 . . . 21, 22.’
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C

P REVIOUS SEMANTIC ANALYSES OF CLASSIFIERS

Table 7: Summary of previous semantic analyses of classifiers
Noun type Classifier type
N-at-Num Num
k
Krifka 1995
e
hn, hk, he,tiii
he,ti
n
Wilhelm 2008
he,ti
hn, hhe,ti, he,tiii he,ti
n
Bale & Coon 2014 heAT ,ti
µ
heAT ,ti
*
Bale et al. 2019
he,ti
µ
he,ti
|E NTITY|
k
Chierchia 1998
e
hk, he,tii
he,ti
Jenks 2011
ek
hk, he,tii
heAT ,ti
k
Dayal 2012
e
hk, he,tii
heAT ,ti
|S ET|
Nomoto 2013
he,ti
hhe,ti, he,tii
heAT ,ti
|S ET|
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